
Turn Sequence

1 Mark Speed in Turn box

2

1st Half Movement
Move each vessel in speed
movement groups. Move
one half of distance now.

3
Combat
All combat is simultaneous

4

2nd Half Movement
Move each vessel in speed
movement groups (slowest
go first). Move final half of
distance now. Total
distance moved in turn is
ship’s speed.

Movement
-Lowest Speed Vessels Move First
-Same speed vessels roll die for
initiative
Each 60deg. Turn costs 2” of
movement. Must move 1” forward
after each 60deg. turn.
The Turn # is a maximum limit of
60deg. turns possible to execute in
a game turn.

Combat

Gun Range = 12”
Torpedo Range = 8”

Rockets & Fighter Guns = 6”
If Firing through front or rear arc reduce gun dice by ½ (round
down). Does not affect torpedoes, rockets, or fighters.

Guns: Roll d6 for each gun factor. All 6’s hit. Each
6 = 1 Hull point of Damage. Re-Roll 6’s. Any
additional 6’s hit. Re-roll until there are no more 6’s

All Damage Effects applied at the end of the turn.

Special Weapons: Fire through front arc only. See
details on each weapon type.

Special Weapon Vulnerability: Each attack resulting
in a hit on the vessel roll a d6, on a 5 or 6 a salvo has
been destroyed. D6 again 6=explosion

Damage: For each hit taken, mark off one hull box.
When first row of hull boxes eliminated (in this case
two), then Gun/Bomb/Speed/Turn factors are
reduced to the next lower line. Roll for special
weapon vulnerability.
Bombing: d6 per bomb factor. Max 3d6 then +1
modifier per additional die used. Bombs are limited
ammunition.

Example Ship Data Sheet:
% Damage

of Total Hull
Points

0%

25%

50%

75%
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Special Weapons Rules

Aircraft

Launch & Landing
Airfields and Carriers may launch or land 4 Fighter flights or 2 Bomber flights each turn
Carriers cannot launch & land on the same turn

Re-Arming
Airfields can re-arm all landed planes each turn
Carriers can re-arm 2 Fighter flights or 1 bomber flight each turn
Fighters can carry 1 Rocket pack. Bombers can carry x2 Rapier torpedo salvos.

Fighter Flights
Hull pts. 2, Gun 1, Speed 24, Turn 6
First hit has no effect on the flight, 2nd hit destroys fighter flight.
Guns can be used against Nefs or other aircraft. Fighter guns hit on 5+ but only re-roll 6s
for additional hits.
Fighter armament is 1 Gun and 1 Rocket pack. Rockets and Gun cannot be fired on same
turn. Rockets can be reloaded on a carrier or airfield.

Bomber Flights
Hull pts. 3, Speed 16, Turn 3
First hit has no effect on the flight, 2nd hit reduces unfired bomb or Rapier torpedoes by
50%. 3rd hit destroys flight.
Bomber armament is 2 Rapier torpedo salvos or 4 bombs.

Torpedoes- Some Nefs and aircraft have torpedoes.

Nef mounted torpedoes:
Each torpedo marked on the Ship Data Sheet is one salvo.
Only one salvo per turn may be fired by a Nef
Each salvo is 5d6, hits on 5+, re-roll 6s only for additional hits
Torpedo salvos cannot be reloaded.

Rapier aircraft mounted torpedoes
Bombers carry two salvos
Aircraft can fire all salvos at once in Forward Arc
Each salvo is 4d6, hits on 5+, re-roll 6s only for additional hits
Can only be reloaded when landed on airfield or carrier

Rockets- Some Nefs and aircraft have rockets

Each rocket marked on the Ship Data Sheet is one salvo.
Nefs or aircraft can fire all salvos at once in Forward Arc
Fire salvo of 3d6, hits on 6+ as per Guns.
May reload one salvo each turn (Nefs only, not fighters). Guns may not be fired while
loading rocket salvos.


